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Abstract
This thesis examines the statement: “How do Windows 8 apps work, what are the
requirements for developers and how high is the hurdle which a developer has to master if
he wants to develop a Windows 8 app successfully?”
The perception of this thesis is based on inquiries on Internet, books and videos. To verify
and test these, I will develop a Windows 8 app with HTML5 and JavaScript.
This thesis describes the whole developer cycle of an app, from the usage of the
development environment to the programming language and the testing and publishing.
The start in the development of Windows 8 apps is absolutely recommendable and the
hurdle for developers is far smaller than the challenge of developing an iOS or Android
app. For iOS programming you have to learn a new programming language and have to
install some SKDs (Software Development Kits), which is cumbersome, for Android apps
you also have to install some SDKs.
Microsoft provides easier and better options for apps development than competitors and
makes the development of Windows 8 apps for developers very convenient.
With this thesis, I want to give an overview over the Windows 8 app development process
and describe which development environments and programming languages were used
and list guidelines and recommendations for app design and publishing. I will also show
where the difference between conventional programming and the development of a
Windows 8 app lie.
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1.

Introduction

Applications (apps) became a fundamental component of our lives like the internet itself.
There are so many apps in the markets, that it’s difficult to find a new idea. Some topics
are so super saturated – that for example for calculator you find alone in the Google Play
Store approximately 1000 results.
For this reason for Microsoft it became important to get into and to take part in the
success of this market. With the new operating system software Windows 8 which can be
installed on desktop pcs and tablets it’s possible to run Windows 8 apps.
With these apps Microsoft has placed a new technology on the market, because they
included many programming languages and many developers can develop with their
accustomed language in which they have lots of know-how.
These apps enable many frontend developers to program the Windows 8 apps through
HTML5 and JavaScript. Due to the fact that Microsoft is the most popular operating
system software, the developer can make money although other successful apps were
reprogrammed.
This thesis deals with the topic: How do Windows 8 apps work, what are the requirements
for developers and how high is the hurdle which a developer has to master if he wants to
develop a Windows 8 app successfully?
The perception of this thesis is based on inquiries on Internet, books and videos. To verify
and test these, I will develop a Windows 8 app with HTML5 and JavaScript.
This thesis describes the whole developer cycle of an app, from the usage of the
development environment to the programming language and the testing and publishing.
With this thesis, I want to give an overview over the Windows 8 app development process
and describe which development environments and programming languages were used
and list guidelines and recommendations for app design and publishing. I will also show
where the difference between conventional programming and the development of a
Windows 8 app lie.
Topics such as JavaScript libraries, other programming languages as HTML5 and
JavaScript, the handling of Visual Studio and the publishing, certification and sale of the
app in the Windows Store were not part of this thesis.
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Moreover I don’t give an introduction in the programming languages HTML5 and
JavaScript I will only explain the difference, restrictions and innovation and the used code
with some words.

2.

Windows 8

After 3 years of the successful Windows 7 the successor Windows 8 is published by
Microsoft. Microsoft wants to connect two worlds with this operating system – desktop &
tablet.

Figure 1: Windows 8 Logo (Microsoft 2012a, p. 1)

According to the Mediamagazin 2012, p. 68 Microsoft will on 26th October 2012 release
three versions. These are:
 Windows 8: This version will be mainly used on desktop PCs and tablets.
 Windows 8 Pro: This version contains additional features like Bit-Locker and is
available as upgrade able for Windows 7 Professional or Ultimate.
 Windows 8 RT: This version will be sold, but it’s installed on ARM-PCs and
tablets. Additional this special version is optimized for the touch surface.
For Smartphones a new operating system, called Windows Phone 8 will be release. It is
based on the same Windows NT-Kernel like Windows 8 RT.

2.1

Windows 8 Modern UI

Today apps on smartphones are not really an innovation. Nevertheless on desktop PCs
apps haven’t been widely used before. Therefore Microsoft has developed a new Surface
– called Windows 8 Modern UI.
“Windows 8 lässt sich sowohl mit der neuen Metro-Oberfläche wie auch mit dem
gewohnten klassischen Desktop von Windows 7 und natürlich auch über eine
Kombination aus beidem bedienen.“ (Kloss-Pierro/Melanchthon/Berger 2012, p. 48)
After the start of the Windows 8 at first the Windows 8 Modern UI is displayed. The usual
classic desktop can be reached via a tile which is automatic available.
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According to Kloss-Pierro/Melanchthon/Berger 2012, p. 64, the new Windows 8 Modern
UI offers many specials:
 The tiles can be ordered and can configured in groups.
 Some apps show current information such as weather, new email messages,
state messages from social networks.
 The difference between app and program tiles is the size of the symbol. Apps
have a bigger symbol than program tiles.

Figure 2: Windows 8 Modern UI (Microsoft 2012b, p. 4)

3.

Windows 8 apps

“Metro is our code name for our design language. We call it Metro because it’s modern,
and clean, it’s fast and in motion. It’s about content and typography. And it’s entirely
authentic.” (Microsoft 2010, p. 10)
Websites, which have articles about (BBC 2012, n.p./Neue Presse 2012, n.p,) Windows 8
have written that Microsoft have a conflict with an European concern referring the name
Metro. “The word Metro was only a code name during the developer process”, said
Microsoft and instructs all developer to use the name Windows 8 UI and not Metro surface
anymore.
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“We have used Metro style as a code name during the product development cycle across
many of our product lines. As we get closer to launch and transition from industry dialog to
a broad consumer dialog we will use our commercial names.” (Minaty 2012, n.p)
At the time when I have written this thesis, in every source the name Metro is used, but I
use the new name Windows 8 Modern UI instead of Metro surface and Windows 8 app
instead of Windows Metro app.

3.1

Areas of application

The Windows 8 (Windows 7) apps were only used on the Windows Phone 7. The
Windows 8 design maybe could recognize from Xbox and the Media Center of Windows.
These Windows 8 apps are being used on every Windows 8 desktop PC, tablet and
certainly on Windows Phone 8.

3.2

Modern UI design

This special design is developed for the newest Windows platform and is also used for the
whole desktop of Windows Phone 7, Xbox and the media center. The interactive tiling’s
presents classic programs and applications too. (Getzmann Patrick, Nowak Peter 2010,
p. 58)
The name “metro” is derived from the airports and stations. In connection with them, are
exactly meant the signposting. The goal is to present the information clearly and easily –
which means simplicity. (Getzmann Patrick, Nowak Peter 2010, p. 58)

Figure 3: Modern UI Design (Microsoft 2010, p. 5)
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This chic design has the advantage that it is common among the users compared to other
systems with a glossy look. They look mostly colorful, use many color gradients and three
dimensional light effects which sometimes appear playful. (Getzmann Patrick, Nowak
Peter 2010, p. 58)
Another cornerstone of Metro is the figure of text. Simple fonts are easier and faster to
read than others. Information must be clear, short and concise. Important information
must be easy, visible and in a big font size. Secondary information must be in a smaller
font size. (Getzmann Patrick, Nowak Peter 2010, p. 58)
An example for the symbols of Metro design is, if you use the play button to start the
music on a player with a triangle rather than a button with the text play. Some players use
this today. (Getzmann Patrick, Nowak Peter 2010, p. 59)
Metro design is only a small section in the new Metro system. The Metro doesn’t only
describe, “how I can visualize information” but also describes interactions between user
and hardware. The user can in the menu entry “Design“ under “Settings“ a combination to
choose of an accent colors and a background type to choose from. These are called
Theming. Magenta, purple, teal, lime, brown, pink, orange, blue, red and green are
available and are the ten fixed accent colors from the metro concept. For the background
you can select from light or dark. This settings option should be included by the developer
in his applications. (Getzmann Patrick, Nowak Peter 2010, p. 61)
The Metro system suggests that the usage of Metro design is not always useful, because
the system describe the naturalness between the user and hardware. For example, if the
developer presents a diary, it is better if the application looks and feels like a diary. For
this application the use of Metro design is not useful. (Getzmann Patrick, Nowak Peter
2010, p. 61)
Finally Metro/Windows 8 Modern UI is a very interesting and useful system, which creates
a positive experience and only should be used when it’s necessary.
3.2.1. Design principles
These design principles show the basic ideas of Metro. The user must be able to grab and
work with this information. So there are more requirements:
 The user should decide intuitively, how he or she works with an application. The
way of working shouldn’t be a scheme.
 If it’s possible, only relevant data should be present. The user shouldn’t search
for facts.
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 Possible information should be connected or joined together.
A developer should consider at least one of these requirements to develop an application.
(Getzmann Patrick, Nowak Peter 2010, p. 59)
The design and the information must be simply structured, but not too simple. For
example, a door has more conditions than only open and close. Another example is when
a glass falls out of your hand. Between the conditions ‘glass in the hand’ and ‘glass on the
floor’ is an additional condition ‘glass is falling’. The change from one condition to another
has always one condition in between, which is chained with an animation. (Getzmann
Patrick, Nowak Peter 2010, p. 60)
Another goal of Metro design is the use of animations. Animations should be used
discretely. Not everything needs an animation. An open list should be animated. Change
of overviews can also be animated. The presentation of the application appears static.
(Getzmann Patrick, Nowak Peter 2010, p. 60)
In addition to animations are the points movements, the elements have to move like the
user expects. For example, a list has to move if the user scrolls up or down. If the user
presses the list, it has to scroll immediately and in time the animation becomes slower and
in the end it stops. It is important that the moves are even and not bucking. (Getzmann
Patrick, Nowak Peter 2010, p. 60)
If users want to use an application, they don’t want to read an instruction. Most users want
self-explaining applications instead of user guides. For the users it’s logical, when they
see an image that they probably can turn it and zoom it. Very often it’s possible to turn the
smart phone or you switch with fingers on the image. (Getzmann Patrick, Nowak Peter
2010, p. 60)
The next example is to show a keyboard and their letters. If the user writes an SMS they
use letters and digits, but if they call somebody it’s better to show on the keyboard only
digits and no letters to avoid user automatic errors. (Getzmann Patrick, Nowak Peter
2010, p. 60)
If an application has the menu point settings it is not essential to ask the user for every
task if they really want to do this. (Getzmann Patrick, Nowak Peter 2010, p. 60)
All these points can be found in the heading of Modern UI (see above 3. Windows 8
apps).
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3.2.2. UX-Guidelines
Microsoft presents developers some apps design guides for Modern UI look. This enables
a uniform application.
3.2.2.1.

Anatomy of a Windows 8 app

“Metro style apps have a new structure and differ from traditional desktop apps that have
an always visible menu bar and modal dialogs. With Metro style apps, you have a number
of UI surfaces you can use, like the app canvas, charms, app bars, flyouts, and dialogs.
Choosing the right surface at the right time can mean the difference between an app that
is a breeze to use or a burden.” (Microsoft 2012a, p. 8)
This new operating system tiles (see figure 5) replace the applications shortcuts in the old
Start menu and links on the desktop. Tiles were shown on the start screen. (Microsoft
2012a, p. 8)
The basic of the user interface is the app page, often called the canvas (see figure 4).
They contain the content and the controls. You can use as many app pages as you need.
(Microsoft 2012a, p. 8)

Figure 5: Tiles (Microsoft 2012a, p. 8)

Figure 4: Canvas (Microsoft 2012a, p. 8)

“Because users can work with up to two apps at a time, you should provide layouts that
are fluid and flexible enough to support all three states. When you plan for full screen,
snap, and fill views, your app's UI will reflow smoothly and gracefully to accommodate
screen size, orientation, and user interactions.” (Microsoft 2012a, p. 34-35)
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Full screen view

Snapped view

Fill view

Figure 6: View states (Microsoft 2012a, p. 9)

The app bar (see figure 8) should present navigation, commands and tools. This bar is
standardly invisible. If the user swipes in the right lower corner with the mouse or touch in
the corner, the app bar appears in the foreground. (Microsoft 2012a, p. 10)
On the right side of every app is a set of buttons, which is called charms (see figure 7).
There the user can search, share, connect and adjust some settings. (Microsoft 2012a, p.
10)

Figure 8: App bar (Microsoft 2012a, p. 10)

Figure 7: Charms (Microsoft 2012a, p.10)

Message dialogs (see figure 10) should be only used if the app require explicit an answer
from the user, because this dialog cannot be ignored. During this dialog the app isn’t
available. (Microsoft 2012a, p. 12)
Flyouts (see figure 9) are also dialogs with the different that the user can ignore or cancel
the flyouts. The special on this message dialog is that the user can cancel it if the click is
outside of the flyout. (Microsoft 2012a, p. 11)
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Figure 10: Message dialog (Microsoft 2012a, p.12)

Figure 9: Flyout (Microsoft 2012a, p.11)

Another element of every app is the context menu (popup menu), it shows actions for the
user like copy, paste, cut or open width. These commands don’t belong to the app bar
(see figure 11)! (Microsoft 2012a, p. 11)

Figure 11: Context menu (Microsoft 2012a, p.11)

“Toasts are notifications that you show to people when your app is in the background.
Toasts are good for updating people with information they want to know in real-time, but
it's ok if they miss. People tap on the toast to switch to your app and learn more. Be aware
that people can find toast notifications disruptive and annoying, so be thoughtful about
when you want to show a toast to users.” (Microsoft 2012a, p. 12)
3.2.2.2.

Navigation design

Windows 8 apps are based on two different navigation systems, they are:
 hierarchical system
o

hub pages

o

section pages

o

detail pages

 flat system
o

navigation bar

o

switching
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(Microsoft 2012a, p. 16-17)

The most using system is the hierarchical, because
for the user this system is usual and easy to
understand. This pattern is for Windows 8 apps with
large content and many sections. (Microsoft 2012a,
p. 15)

Figure 12: Hierarchical system (Microsoft 2012a, p. 15)

Hub pages are the user’s entry point to the app and the content is displayed in a
horizontally panning. (Microsoft 2012a, p. 16)
“The Hub consists of different categories of content, each of which maps to the app's
Section pages. Each Section should bubble up content or functionality. The Hub should
offer a lot of visual variety, engage users, and draw them in to different parts of the app.”
(Microsoft 2012a, p. 16)
“Section pages are the second level of an app. Here content can be
displayed in any form that best represents the scenario and content the
Section contains.”
(Microsoft 2012a, p. 16)
“Detail pages are the third level of an app. Here the details of individual
items are displayed, the format of which may vary tremendously
depending upon the particular type of content.” (Microsoft 2012a, p. 16)
Detail pages contain a lot of information and other media such as
pictures, videos, and music. (Microsoft 2012a, p. 16)
Figure 13: Hierarchical system layer (Microsoft 2012a, p. 16)

In the second system, which is called flat system are
all pages and tabs at the same hierarchical level.
This pattern is for Windows 8 apps with less pages or
tabs. Examples are games and browsers. (Microsoft
2012a, p. 17)

Figure 14: Flat system (Microsoft 2012a, p. 17)
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With the big navigation bar the user can switching between multiple
contexts like include tabs, documents and messaging or game sessions.
This bar is same with the app bar functions. Principle it’s invisible, but if
the user swipes (touches) at the top or bottom of the screen the
navigation bar appears in the foreground. (Microsoft 2012a, p. 16)

Figure 15: Flat system content pages (Microsoft 2012a, p. 17)

In difference to the hierarchical system, the flat system has no back button to another
page, because the user can move between pages through direct links in the navigation
bar. The user can choice between some functionality’s like create a new tab, page or
session. (Microsoft 2012a, p. 16)
3.2.2.3.

Page layout design – grid – base layout pattern

“The signature characteristic of this pattern is silhouette with a wide margin on the top,
bottom, and left edges. The wide margin helps users understand the horizontal panning
direction of the content.” (Microsoft 2012a, p. 28)
“The grid is made up of units and sub-units. The basic unit of measurement is the unit.
One unit equals 20 × 20 pixels. Each unit is further divided into sub-units of 5 × 5 pixels.
There are 16 sub-units per square unit. The image below depicts the grid in the upper-left
corner of a screen. The image is enlarged to show pixels, sub-units, and units.” (Microsoft
2012u, n.p)

Figure 16: Grid base layout pattern (Microsoft 2012u, n.p)
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The baseline of the page header should be 100 pixels (5 units) from the top. The left
margin for the page header should be 120 pixels (6 units). The Windows 8 page header is
SegoeUI Stylistic Set 20, light weight. (Microsoft 2012u, n.p)

Figure 17: Grid page header (Microsoft 2012u, n.p)

The content region has a top margin of 140 pixels (7 units), the left margin should be 120
pixels (6 units) and the bottom margin is flexible. For horizontally panning content, it
should be no more than 130 pixels (6.5 units), and no less than 50 pixels (2.5 units). For
vertically panning content, the top and left margins remain the same. There is no specified
bottom margin because the content scrolls off the screen. (Microsoft 2012u, n.p)

Figure 18: Grid page content (Microsoft 2012u, n.p)

The horizontal padding between content items is different and depending on the items.
Hard-edged items like images and user tiles have 10 pixels (2 sub-units), of padding
between the tile and accompanying text. Lists have 40 pixels (2 units) of padding between
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columns. Hard-edged items have also 10 pixels (2 sub-units), of padding between
columns. (Microsoft 2012u, n.p)

Figure 19: Grid page horizontal padding values (Microsoft 2012u, n.p)

The vertical padding between content items is also different and depending on the types
of items. Tile and text lists have 20 pixels (1 unit) of vertical padding between items in a
row. Hard-edged objects have 10 pixels (2 sub-units), of padding between items in a row.
(Microsoft 2012u, n.p)

Figure 20: Grid page vertical padding values (Microsoft 2012u, n.p
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Figure 21: Grid page horizontal padding between groups (Microsoft 2012u, n.p)

The padding between groups is 80 pixels (4 units). This padding is generous to allow
enough separation to easily distinguish one group from the next when the user is panning.
(Microsoft 2012u, n.p)

3.3.

Windows 8 app programming

Windows 8 apps can be program with some different programming languages and tools.
You can program your app in C #, C++ or Visual Studio and to use XAML for the user
interface. A optimize app is writing in C++ and use Microsoft DirectX 11.1.
(Microsoft 2012j, p. 8)
On the other hand you can use web technologies such as HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript,
which it’s easier for frontend developer. (Microsoft 2012j, p. 8)
3.3.1. Programming languages
“Using Windows Store apps using JavaScript you can create Windows apps in languages
that you're familiar with: HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. While a lot of Windows Store app
using JavaScript programming is identical to writing markup and code for a website,
Windows Store apps using JavaScript provide additional features, and introduces some
differences to how you use existing HTML features. Here we look at those differences.“
(Microsoft 2012t, n.p.)
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3.3.1.1.

HTML, CSS, and JavaScript features

Windows 8 apps, which using JavaScript support most HTML5 features, such as the
canvas, SVG, video, and audio elements. “They also support most Cascading Style
Sheets, Level 3 (CSS3) features, such as 2D transforms, 3D transforms, transitions, and
animations.“ (Microsoft 2012t, n.p.)
Some features are:
 Access to the Windows Runtime.
Is a set of API’s, which developed for Windows 8 and for the developer it’s
possible to get an access to the system and network functionality. It’s also
possible to write own C#, C## or Visual Basic libraries and can access on this
through JavaScript.
 “New controls, such as DatePicker, TimePicker, and ListView, a data control that
can be highly customized and can bind to different types of data, including XML
and web services. These controls are a part of the Windows Library for
JavaScript (WinJS).” (Microsoft 2012t, n.p.)
 Access to the Windows Library for JavaScript
The Windows Library for JavaScript is a set of JavaScript and CSS files.
(Microsoft 2012t, n.p.)
3.3.1.2.

HTML, CSS, and JavaScript differences

“In general, HTML and DOM APIs function as they would inside Windows Internet
Explorer 10 in standard mode. But there are some differences. Some of these differences
are the result of running inside the Windows shell, which controls what types of windows
you can open. Other differences are the result of the Windows Store app using
JavaScript's security model.” (Microsoft 2012t, n.p.)
Some differences are:
 To guard against script injections and help to shield the system from malicious
HTML code it will be filtered as though it was processed by the toStaticHTML
method.
 This security restriction affects these properties and methods:
and outerHTML

o

innerHTML

o
o
o

insertAdjacentHTML

o

DOMParser.parseFromString

pasteHTML
document.write

and document.writeln
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 If you use the method createElement you can bypass security restriction.
Attention, use this only if you are sure that the code is trustable.
 “All HTML, JavaScript, and CSS accessed by a Windows Store app using
JavaScript must be encoded as UTF-8.” (Microsoft 2012t, n.p.)
 “Your app can also use the new MSPointer* and MSGesture* events, which
work for touch, mouse, and pen input and can provide additional info about the
device the triggered the event. For more info, see Responding to user interaction
and Gestures, manipulations, and interactions.” (Microsoft 2012s, n.p)
 Usage of methods like onclick, onload
These methods cannot be used, because the code is in an anonym function. So
you need an event handler and he must be registered.
HTML Code:
<body onload="init();"> //  not possible!

Code 1: Usage of methods like onclick, onload

 You cannot create new windows, change the size of existing windows, edit or
move these. Methods which not working: alert, prompt, open, moveBy, moveTo,
resizeBy und resizeTo.
(Microsoft 2012t, n.p.)

3.4.

Development environments

Microsoft publishes information only about their developer environment Microsoft Visual
Studio 2012 or Microsoft Visual Studio Express 2012. Tutorials and pattern are also only
for their.
On the Microsoft website you can download a Windows 8 SDK without compiler & build
environment too, which can be include in other developer environments.
“The Windows SDK no longer ships with a complete command-line build environment.
You must install a compiler and build environment separately. If you require a complete
development environment that includes compilers and a build environment, you can
download Visual Studio 2012 Express, which includes the appropriate components of the
Windows SDK.” (Microsoft 2012g, n.p.)
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3.4.1. Microsoft Visual Studio 12
You can download the developer environment Visual Studio of Microsoft with the same
license models like older versions for develop Windows 8 apps. There is the Visual Studio
Express 2012 and the whole Visual Studio 2012 in the versions Professional, Premium
und Ultimate for Windows 8.
For this new Studio you need at the minimum the new Microsoft operating system
Windows 8 RTM. In the version Windows 8 Release-Preview you can’t install the
Microsoft Visual Studio 2012, because the .NET Framework in the version 4.5 is too old.
An Update isn’t available. On Windows 8 Release-Preview you can only install the
Microsoft Visual Studio 11 Express 2011.
Unfortunately the Windows 8 RTM is only for manufactures so you can download a 90days trial version of Windows 8 Enterprise Evaluation, which Microsoft published for
companies to test the system in her business environment.
“Windows Store app development in Visual Studio is supported only on Windows 8.
Windows 7 is not supported. In addition, developer licenses aren't available for Windows
Server 2012, so you can't develop Windows Store apps on that operating system.”
(Microsoft 2012h, n.p.)
“To create a project for a Windows Store app, click File > New Project (or press
Ctrl+Shift+N). You'll see the New Project dialog box. Click one of the language nodes in
the left pane. You'll see various app templates in the center pane. Some important
templates, like Blank App, Grid App, and Split App, are shared between all four
programming languages. A few templates are language-specific. (Microsoft 2012d, n.p.)
After creating a new project, Visual Studio structure all essential files and there code with
basic functions, so the app can operate without content.
The following files structure Visual Studio:
 default.html
This file is the homepage of the app. If the app was started, the homepage is
showing. The default.html includes reprimands on the default.js, for the WindowsLibrary and for the style sheet (default.css).
 js/default.js
This file includes the JavaScript-Code, which controls the behavior and treat the
life circle of an app.
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 css/default.css
In this file you can create own style sheets for your app. Basically an app based
on a grid system.
 References/Windows Library for JavaScript SDK
This library provides tools, style sheets and control elements for creating an app.
 package.appmanifest
The app manifest contains a list of all functions of an app, for example the access
to a webcam from a user. Other settings are: which file is the homepage, which
logo is showing on the start screen or on the tile, background color and so on.
 Images
This folder contains some image files, for example "splashscreen.png" which is
showing when the app starts or the "storelogo.png" for the Windows Store.
(Microsoft 2012r, n.p.)
3.4.2. Blend for Visual Studio 2012
“Blend for Visual Studio 2012 helps you design and build user interfaces by providing you
with an accurate design surface and tools that let you visually create and edit Windows
Store applications. These new design tools take advantage of Windows 8 technologies to
create dynamic applications that run on a wide variety of Windows-based hardware. You
can choose to design your user interface using HTML or XAML.” (Microsoft 2012i, n.p.)

Figure 22: Blend for Visual Studio 2012 (Microsoft 2012i, n.p.)
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“A Windows Store app built using HTML uses the same technology that a web site uses.
However, a Windows Store app is not deployed page-by-page from a web server. Instead,
it is installed locally on the user's computer. Like any native Windows application, a
Windows Store app built using HTML has direct access to the underlying platform and is
able to share information with other applications.” (Microsoft 2012i, n.p.)
Advantages of Blend for HTML:
 Visual editing of HTML and CSS.
 Debugging of HTML and CSS it’s not possible in Visual Studio 2012.
 Drag & drop of Windows app controls onto the design surface, set their
properties, and style them.
 Generates concise, reliable, and predictable code.
(Microsoft 2012i, n.p.)

If you want to start the app you have to press only the F5 key or you click in the menu
Project  Run Project. If you want to close the preview you have to move the app from
the top of the screen to the bottom.

Workspace
The workspace of Blend contains all elements of the graphic surface you need to develop
an app.
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Figure 23: Blend Workspace (Microsoft 2012k, n.p.)

Artboard & Device
On the artboard you can see your app visually. The view is dependent of the settings in
the device section.

Figure 24: Blend Device (Microsoft 2012l, n.p.)
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Figure 25: Blend Artboard (Microsoft 2012m, n.p.)

HTML Assets & HTML Attributes
“The Assets panel lists all of the HTML elements, controls, and media that you can add to
the artboard. In addition, the most recently used controls appear in the Tools panel.”
(Microsoft 2012n, n.p.)

Figure 26: Blend Assets (Microsoft 2012n, n.p.)

Figure 27: Blend HTML Attributes (Microsoft 2012o, n.p.)
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CSS Properties & Style Rules

Figure 28: Blend Style Rules (Microsoft 201p, n.p.)

Figure 29: Blend CSS Properties (Microsoft 2012q, n.p.)
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3.5.

Publishing

If you want to sell or offer your app for free in the windows store you have to be agitated
with the following points:
 Name of the app
The name of the app should be unique. The app also should be short. You can
reserve your desire name in your dashboard in the Windows Store account for
twelve months, on condition that the name is free. Names with the word “metro”
aren’t allowed. An app with this word isn’t available to certificate and enabled.
Dependent of the views the name can have a length of 15-22 chars. (Microsoft
2012v, n.p.)
 Description of the app
The description should be has a length dependent of size of 2000-3000 chars.
Important is a list of all features for the consumer.
 Keywords
Maximal seven keywords have to be adding to your app, with maximal 45 chars.
These words make it easier for the end consumer to find your app by search in
the Windows Store.
 Screenshots
 Date of publishing
For this date it’s possible to publish it automatically after the certification or you
choose a free date.
 Choose the age rating
 Refer to the particular categories and under categories such as business,
finance, games, food & dining, entertainment, lifestyle and so on.
 Languages, markets
(Microsoft 2012w, n.p.)
The app would be published after the certification over the dashboard. Here it’s possible
to delete or rename the app and to provide updates. It’s the administration center for
every app developer.
3.5.1. Developer license
Every developer who wants to develop Windows 8 apps, need a developer license before
they can testing and debugging their apps. The developer license is free per device and
valid for a certain time. Without a Windows store account the developer has to apply a
prolongation every month for his license, with an account he has more time. (Microsoft
2012d, n.p.)
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Without certification the app cannot runs on a device, unless a developer license is
installed. That means if you want to sale your app you have to certificate the app. For
companies there is one except, called Sideloading, which install an app on a device and
this test it without a developer license. (Microsoft 2012d, n.p.)
“Sideloading, which is available in both Windows 8 and Windows Server 2012, refers to
installing apps directly to a device without going through the Windows Store. LOB apps do
not need to be certified by Microsoft and cannot be installed through the Windows Store,
but they must be signed with a certificate chained to a trusted root certificate. We
recommend that IT administrators use the same technical certification that is done by the
Windows Store on LOB apps.” (Microsoft 2012c, n.p.)
There are two methods to getting/update a developer license, about the Visual Studio or
about Windows PowerShell.
Visual Studio
“When you run Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 on your local machine for the first time, you
are prompted to obtain a developer license. Read the license terms, and then click I
Agree. In the User Account Control (UAC) dialog box, click Yes to continue. [...] You can
renew your developer license any time you are using the Visual Studio IDE. If you are
using Microsoft Visual Studio Express 2012 for Windows 8, click Store > Acquire
Developer License. If you are using a non-Express version of Visual Studio 2012, click
Project> Store > Acquire Developer License. ” (Microsoft 2012d, n.p.)
The following figures show the exactly process how to update a developer license, these
agree with the same process like you get a license.
The first step is to accept the data protection regulations:

Figure 30: First step – Accept the privacy
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The next step is to login with your Microsoft account:

Figure 31: Second step – Login with your Microsoft account

The last screen shows that the developer license will be successful:

Figure 32: Third step – You have a develop license.

PowerShell
To get a developer license you need the following commands:

Figure 33: Commands in PowerShell (Microsoft 2012d, n.p.)

3.5.2. Developer account
If you are logged in, on your dashboard at the Microsoft Developer Center
(http://msdn.microsoft.com/de-AT/windows/apps) with your Microsoft account, this
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account will be automatic linked with the Windows Store developer account. If you don’t
want this, you must register a new Microsoft account for the developer account before.
For register a developer store account you must pay in Austria 37€ for a natural person
and 75€ for a business in year. (Microsoft 2012aa, n.p.)
Currently it’s not possible to register for a Windows Store developer account, because you
need a register code from Microsoft. You don’t get this register code, because Microsoft
sends only developers an account, if they help them to improve the Microsoft Windows
Store. (Microsoft 2012bb, n.p.)
3.5.3. Packaging your Windows Store app
Before you upload and
“package.appxmanifest”.

certificate

an

app

you

should

adapt

the

file:

“By default, all app packages that Visual Studio generates are signed with a test
certificate. When you create a package, Visual Studio generates a folder that includes the
signed package itself. The certificate (.cer) file that’s included in that folder contains the
public key that’s used to sign the package. This key must be installed on the machine
before the app package is installed. […] The default certificate that Visual Studio
generates expires one year after the date on which the certificate was created.” (Microsoft
2012x, n.p.)
In the chapter: 4.4 Packaging & Completion you can see some figures about the
packaging from an app for a local installation. Packaging for the Windows Store is not
possible, because of the not existing register key.
3.5.4. Process of Certification
“The certification process tests your app to verify that it meets the Certification
requirements for Windows apps before it can be listed in the Windows Store. Here are the
steps of this process.” (Microsoft 2012z, n.p.)
 Upload
During the upload process the packages of the app are checking for technical
compliance with the certification requirements for Windows apps. If an error
appears you must correct them and then you can upload your app again.
 Pre-processing
After the upload the packages are queued for the automated tests.
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 Security tests
This test checks your app's packages for viruses and malware.
 Technical compliance tests
 Content compliance
“Content compliance is tested manually by a person. How long it takes the tester
to complete this test depends on such factors as how complex your app is, how
much visual content it has, and the tester's backlog of work.[…] Describe any
steps or procedures that can help make it easier to test your app in the Notes to
testers page.” (Microsoft 2012z, n.p.)
 Release
The app is released on a given day and in the Windows Store published.
 Signing and publishing
So that the developer cannot edit the app after upload, every app will be digital
certificate from Microsoft.
 Certification report
This report tells you whether your app passes certification and is listed in the
Windows Store or not.
(Microsoft 2012z, n.p.)

Figure 34: Test & Certification (Microsoft 2012y, n.p.)
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3.5.5. Selling in Windows App-Store
After Apple and Android, Microsoft opens also an app store with the launch of Windows 8.
Microsoft estimates that they reach with this store 500 million users, during Android the
half (247 million) user and Apple only 152 million users.

iOS 152M

Windows
- 500M

Android 247M

Figure 35: App Stores – Unprecedented Reach

We need a Microsoft account (Hotmail) and we must login to download apps from this
store. (Microsoft 2011, n.p.)
To sell an app in this store you need also a developer license (see 3.5.1. Developer
license) and a developer account (see 3.5.2. Developer account).
“If you want to sell apps in the Windows Store, you need to open a developer account.
You need to open a Windows Store developer account even if you already have a
developer account for other Microsoft services - for example, for Windows Phone.”
(Microsoft 2012e, n.p.)
If Windows 8 is in trade, user can download in 200 countries and regions around the
world, apps in 100 different languages. (Microsoft 2012aa, n.p.)
In 74 countries it’s possible to buy with the local currency. Only in this countries you can
register for a Windows Store developer account and submit apps if you live or operate a
business. (Microsoft 2012aa, n.p.)
“The price tier sets the sales price in all the countries where you choose to distribute your
app. You can offer your app for free or, pick a price which Store users must pay to acquire
your app. Price tiers start at 1.49 USD, with increments starting at at .50 USD. (These
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increments increase as the price gets higher.) Each price tier has a corresponding value
in each of the more than 60 currencies offered by the Store. We use these values to help
you sell your apps at a comparable price point worldwide. However, due to changes in
foreign exchange rates, the exact sales amount might vary slightly from one currency to
another. Price tiers are used in the same fashion for pricing your in-app purchases.
Keep in mind that the price tier you select may include sales or value-added tax that your
customers must pay. For example, if you sell an app at 1.19 EUR in Europe, a 15% VAT
tax is included. Your app proceeds are based on the pre-tax amount of 1.03 EUR (1.19 0.16).” (Microsoft 2012f, n.p.)
In the following countries it’s only possible to provide apps for free:
 French Southern and Antarctic Lands
 Isle of Man
(Microsoft 2012aa, n.p.)

Figure 36: Windows Store (Microsoft 2012b, p. 18)

4.

The first own Windows 8 Modern UI app

This chapter is a short tutorial of the development of a Windows 8 app in JavaScript and
HTML5.
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For developing the first own Windows 8 app the trial version of Windows 8 Enterprise
Evaluation as the operating system has to be used. Furthermore, the Visual Studio 2012
Professional with integrated Blend has to be used as the development environment.

4.1.

Start of “My Notices”

This app, called “My Notices”, should enable the user to note some notices for a short
period. After enter of the text, the notice will be displayed on the screen. Stored notices
cannot be deleted.
If the app was closed all notices were deleted and the user has a blank notepad at free
disposal again.

4.2.

Design

As design template the dark user interface style sheet from Microsoft is used.
Configurations and the building of the grid system is illustrate in the chapter: 4.3.2. Part
Blend.
Other design parts like the start screen, the app tile on the Windows 8 Modern UI, logo,
name and so on are illustrate in the chapter: 4.4 Packaging & Completion.

4.3.

Development

In order to start to program, you have to open the program Visual Studio 2012 and then
you apply a new project.

Figure 37: Create a new project
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In the left area under templates  Java Script  Windows Store you choose a “Blank
App“ and then you give them any name. How you can see in this figure, the name is: My
Notices. Furthermore you have to choose an arbitrary project file name, which is in this
figure: myNotices.
After you applied the project, Visual Studio created all sites and codes, which are
necessary that the app can work infallibly.
To present the new component of Visual Studio 2012 “Blend”, at the first step the app will
be programmed and in the second step the app will be designed in Blend 2012. The
example shows the programming of an app.
4.3.1. Part Visual Studio
“One of the files that Visual Studio created for us is default.html, our app's start page.
When the app runs, it displays the content of its start page. The start page also contains
references to the app's code files and style sheets. Here's the start page that Visual
Studio created for us:” (Microsoft 2012s, n.p.)
HTML Code:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset="utf-8"
<meta charset="utf-8" />
<title>Title</title>

"/>

<!-- WinJS references -->
<link href="//Microsoft.WinJS.1.0/css/ui-dark.css" rel="stylesheet" />
<script src="//Microsoft.WinJS.1.0/js/base.js"></script>
<script src="//Microsoft.WinJS.1.0/js/ui.js"></script>
<!-- HelloWorld references -->
<link href="/css/default.css" rel="stylesheet" />
<script src="/js/default.js"></script>
</head>
<body>
<p>Content goes here</p>
</body>
</html>

Code 2: default.html

To use the light user interface design, you have to change the line, where this is bounded.
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HTML Code:
<link href="//Microsoft.WinJS.1.0/css/ui-dark.css" rel="stylesheet" />

Code 3: Dark Stylesheet
HTML Code:
<link href="//Microsoft.WinJS.1.0/css/ui-light.css" rel="stylesheet" />

Code 4: Light Stylesheet

The second file is the default.js. This will be explain shortly and then follows the
adaptations, which are necessary for the first own app.
JS Code:
(function () {
"use strict";
WinJS.Binding.optimizeBindingReferences = true;
var app = WinJS.Application;
var activation = Windows.ApplicationModel.Activation;
app.onactivated = function (args) {
if (args.detail.kind === activation.ActivationKind.launch) {
if (args.detail.previousExecutionState !==
activation.ApplicationExecutionState.terminated) {
// TODO: This application has been newly launched. Initialize
// your application here.
} else {
// TODO: This application has been reactivated from suspension.
// Restore application state here.
}
args.setPromise(WinJS.UI.processAll());
}
};
app.oncheckpoint = function (args) {
[…]
};
app.start();
})();

Code 5: default.js

“These lines of code wrap the rest of the default.js code in a self-executing anonymous
function. […] It's because this makes it easier to avoid naming conflicts or situations
where you accidently modify a value that you didn't intend to. It also keeps unnecessary
identifiers out of the global namespace, which helps performance. […] The next line of
code turns on strict mode for your JavaScript code. Strict mode provides additional error
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checking for your code. For example, it prevents you from using implicitly declared
variables or assigning a value to a read-only property.” (Microsoft 2012s, n.p.)
JS Code:
(function () {
"use strict";
// Omitted code
})();

Code 6: Self-executing anonymous function

The part of this code approach the lifecycle of an app, in fact what happened, if an app
starts? Other states, such as stopped, closed, reactivated, have to be inserted when they
are necessary. In this example these states are redundant.
JS Code:
var app = WinJS.Application;
var activation = Windows.ApplicationModel.Activation;
app.onactivated = function (args) {
if (args.detail.kind === activation.ActivationKind.launch) {
if (args.detail.previousExecutionState !==
activation.ApplicationExecutionState.terminated) {
// TODO: This application has been newly launched. Initialize
// your application here.
} else {
// TODO: This application has been reactivated from suspension.
// Restore application state here.
}
args.setPromise(WinJS.UI.processAll());
}
};

Code 7: Lifecycle

Let’s start! At first the default.html will be adjusted and then a heading in class H1 with the
name “My Notices Today” will be inserted. Afterwards you create a DIV. In this DIV were
all necessary elements included. An paragraph (P) to show the actual date, an INPUT
field to enter notices, a BUTTON to save them and a SECTION to give out the saved
notices.
The following tags get one ID, to respond it later about JavaScript:
HTML Tag

ID

div

gridBody
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h1

noticeTitle

p

date

input

noticeInput

button

saveButton

section

outputSection

Table 1: default.html tag id’s
HTML Code:
<body>
<div id="gridBody">
<h1 id="noticeTitle">My Notices Today</h1>
<p id="date"></p>
<input type="text" id="noticeInput" value=""/>
<button id="saveButton">note</button>
<section id="outputSection"></section>
</div>
</body>

Code 8: default.html code adaptions

In the file default.js the necessary JavaScript Code will be inserted, so the app can save
and put out the entered values. The first step is to issue an initial-function init, between
the app.onecheckpoint-event handler and the appeal from the app start.
JS Code:
// function to initalize
function init() {
// create a new date object
var now = new Date();
//to configure the date
var day = now.getDate();
var month = now.getMonth();
var months = new Array ("January", "February", "March", "April", "May", "June",
"July", "August", "September", "October", "November", "December");
var year = now.getFullYear();
// configured date
var date = day + ". " + months[month] + " " + year;
// output the configured date
document.getElementById("date").innerText = date;
}

Code 9: Initial-function init()
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In the area from the life cycle, where the app was activated, you have to insert the
function call.
JS Code:
app.onactivated = function (args) {
if (args.detail.kind === activation.ActivationKind.launch) {
if (args.detail.previousExecutionState !==
activation.ApplicationExecutionState.terminated) {
// TODO: application here initialize
init();
} else {
// TODO: application was stopped and is reactivated
}
args.setPromise(WinJS.UI.processAll());
}
};

Code 10: Functin call for init()

Here is the first difference obviously. The function init cannot be called in the body. In
the chapter: 3.3.1.2. HTML, CSS, and JavaScript differences, the reason will be explained
The next step after the init function is to issue a click event handler function, called
buttonClickHandler with one parameter, which is called eventInfo.
JS Code:
// eventHandler function for the saveButton
function buttonClickHandler(eventInfo) {
// read the entry and save it in a variable
var notice = document.getElementById("noticeInput").value;
if (notice != '') {
// get the outputSector
var list = document.getElementById("outputSection");
// create a div for every notice
var div = document.createElement("div");
// create a node and save the notice there
var node = document.createTextNode(notice);
// to append the div in the outputSector
list.appendChild(div);
// to append the node in the div
div.appendChild(node);
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} else {
// nothing
}
}

Code 11: Event handler function

On a final note, the event handler has to be registered. To do this you have to invoke in
the onactivated-event handler in the default.js the saveButton and register them in the
event handler for the click-event with addEventListener. To do this you have to insert the
following code after the appeal from WinJS UIprocessAll.
JS Code:
args.setPromise(WinJS.UI.processAll());
// register the Eventhandler for the saveButton
var saveButton = document.getElementById("saveButton");
saveButton.addEventListener("click", buttonClickHandler, false);
}

Code 12: Register the aevent handler

Also here, a directly appeal of the function without an event handler in button self are with
an onclick not possible.
HTML Code:
<button id="saveButton" onclick="functionName();">note</button> //  not possible!

Code 13: Function call with onclick

Now the whole code in overview:
JS Code:
(function () {
"use strict";
WinJS.Binding.optimizeBindingReferences = true;
var app = WinJS.Application;
var activation = Windows.ApplicationModel.Activation;
app.onactivated = function (args) {
if (args.detail.kind === activation.ActivationKind.launch) {
if (args.detail.previousExecutionState !==
activation.ApplicationExecutionState.terminated) {
// TODO: application here initialize
init();
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} else {
// TODO: application was stopped and is reactivated
}
args.setPromise(WinJS.UI.processAll());
// register the Eventhandler for the saveButton
var saveButton = document.getElementById("saveButton");
saveButton.addEventListener("click", buttonClickHandler, false);
}
};
app.oncheckpoint = function (args) {
[…]
};
// function to initalize
function init() {
// create a new date object
var now = new Date();
//to configure the date
var day = now.getDate();
var month = now.getMonth();
var months = new Array ("January", "February", "March", "April", "May", "June",
"July", "August", "September", "October", "November", "December");
var year = now.getFullYear();
// configured date
var date = day + ". " + months[month] + " " + year;
// output the configured date
document.getElementById("date").innerText = date;
}
// eventHandler function for the saveButton
function buttonClickHandler(eventInfo) {
// read the entry and save it in a variable
var notice = document.getElementById("noticeInput").value;
if (notice != '') {
// get the outputSector
var list = document.getElementById("outputSection");
// create a div for every notice
var div = document.createElement("div");
// create a node and save the notice there
var node = document.createTextNode(notice);
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// to append the div in the outputSector
list.appendChild(div);
// to append the node in the div
div.appendChild(node);
} else {
// nothing
}
}
app.start();
})();

Code 14: Whole default.js

Up to now the apps weren’t styled and no CSS details were ensued, because this will be
showed in the next chapter.
4.3.2. Part Blend
To adjust the apps to the design guidelines from Microsoft, the app will be opened in the
program Blend. Hereto you click with the right mouse button on a project in the Visual
Studio and then you choose the entry “open in Blend”.
In the right screen window under CSS features you choose “arranger to category”, to
understand the following features, because now a flexible grid layout will be created.
At first in the window live-dom the id gridBody will be choose and then you assigned the id
gridBody, display: -ms-grid.
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Figure 38: Blend gridBody display

Up next you issue lines and columns, to do this you have to apply in the layer “grid“ the
following values:
 -ms-grid-columns: 120px 422px 130px 1fr 40px
 -ms-grid-rows: 100px 50px 30px 50px 20px 1fr 40px

Figure 39: Blend gridBody columns, rows
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Next to last you have to apply the elements in the respective cell and they have to be
adjusted. Hereto you click with the right mouse button on the respective DOM element
and choose “Create Style Rule form Element-ID”. How you can see, everything is solicited
with IDs or class, because the original CSS (ui-dark.css or ui-light.css) should not be
changed.
Based on the noticeTitle one example: noticeTitle: -ms-grid-column:2, -ms-gridrow-align:end, margin-bottom:-8px.

Figure 40: noticeTitle style rule
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Figure 41: noticeTitle values

The following values in the following further elements were being set, like noticeTitle:
date:
-ms-grid-column:2
-ms-grid-row:3
ms-grid-row-align:end
margin-top:-0px
font-size:18px

noticeInput:
-ms-grid-column:2
-ms-grid-row:4
margin-bottom:-8px
width:422px
height:50px

saveButton:
-ms-grid-column:3
-ms-grid-row:4
margin-left:-10px
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width:120px
height:55px

outputSection:
-ms-grid-column:2
-ms-grid-row:6
position:absolute
width:552px
height:auto
min-height:100px

The following details were being written additional in the default.css, you need after every
entry a solid line.
div {
padding:5px 0;
border-bottom: 1px solid #fff;
}

#gridBody {
padding: 0;
border:bottom:0;
}

Next I show you the whole default.css, where the style rules were created.
CSS Code:
body {
}
@media
}
@media
}
@media
}
@media
}

screen and (-ms-view-state: fullscreen-landscape) {
screen and (-ms-view-state: filled) {
screen and (-ms-view-state: snapped) {
screen and (-ms-view-state: fullscreen-portrait) {
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#noticeTitle {
-ms-grid-row-align: end;
-ms-grid-column: 2;
margin-bottom: -8px;
}
#date {
-ms-grid-row: 3;
-ms-grid-row-align: end;
-ms-grid-column: 2;
margin-top: 0px;
font-size: 18px;
}
#noticeInput {
-ms-grid-row: 4;
-ms-grid-column: 2;
width: 422px;
margin: 0px 780px 100px 0px;
height: 50px;
}
#saveButton {
-ms-grid-column: 3;
-ms-grid-row: 4;
height: 55px;
width: 120px;
right: 0px;
margin-left: 10px;
}
div {
padding:5px 0;
border-bottom: 1px solid #fff;
}
#gridBody {
padding:0;
border-bottom:0;
}

Code 15: Whole default.css

Finally to complete the app, you create an App bar (3.2.2.1 Anatomy of a Windows 8 app)
with a cancel button without any function. To do this you choose the element from the
Windows library “Application bar” with a double click and make the following settings:
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Figure 42: Create an AppBar

Figure 43: AppBar cancel button
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As a result of this change, the code in the file default.html was editing.
HTML Code:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset="utf-8"
<meta charset="utf-8" />
<title>Title</title>

"/>

<!-- WinJS references -->
<link href="//Microsoft.WinJS.1.0/css/ui-dark.css" rel="stylesheet" />
<script src="//Microsoft.WinJS.1.0/js/base.js"></script>
<script src="//Microsoft.WinJS.1.0/js/ui.js"></script>
<!-- HelloWorld references -->
<link href="/css/default.css" rel="stylesheet" />
<script src="/js/default.js"></script>
</head>
<body>
<div id="gridBody">
<h1 id="noticeTitle">My Notices Today</h1>
<p id="date"></p>
<input type="text" id="noticeInput" value=""/>
<button id="saveButton">note</button>
<section id="outputSection"></section>
<div data-win-control="WinJS.UI.AppBar">
<button data-win-control="WinJS.UI.AppBarCommand" data-winoptions="{icon:'cancel', id:'',s label:'Cancel', onclick:null,
section:'global', tooltip:'Cancel', type:'button'}"></button>
</div>
</div>
</body>
</html>

Code 16: Whole default.html

In this example you have seen the approach with blend.

4.4.

Packaging & Completion

Before you package and upload an app to certificate you should adapt the file
package.appxmanifest. In the first tab you can see the taken name “My Notices“, which
was chosen by creating a new App.
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Figure 44: Package Manifest 1

Under the heading “Tiles“ you can change the background color to #9a07ab and under the
heading “start screen” you can change the background color to #000000. The standard
logo from create a new project were retained unchanged.
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Figure 45: Package Manifest 1

In this example it’s not possible to certificate and upload the app to the Windows Store,
because of the not existing register key from Microsoft.
The following figures show the process of packaging:

Figure 46: First step – Packaging
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Figure 47: Second step – Packaging

Figure 48: Third step – Packaging
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Figure 49: Packaging step 4

About the menu tab Project  Store  Screenshots it’s possible to start the simulator for
this app, so you can see the app, if they are installed on a device. Up to that point the app
was not really installed, because the tile was created from the debugging process from
Visual Studio 2012.

Figure 50: “My Notices“ tile
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There are some figures about the finished first own app “My Notices”:

Figure 51: Entry of the first notice

Figure 52: First notice
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Figure 53: AppBar with cancel button

Figure 54: Charm on “My Notices“
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5.

Conclusion

I examined the question: “How do Windows 8 apps work, what are the requirements for
developers and how high is the hurdle which a developer has to master if he wants to
develop a Windows 8 app successfully?”
Every Windows 8 app has a lifecycle with states such as started, stopped, closed and
reactivated. Requirements are the handling of Visual Studio 2012 with Blend. Every
developer needs a developer license to develop an app and a developer account in order
to be able to publish publishing the app in the Windows Store.
In the empirical part of this thesis I have shown that the development of an easy app is
not difficult at all and for a developer with basic knowledge and practical experience with
JavaScript libraries the creation of an app should be no disproportionate challenge.
On the one hand Visual Studio 2012 from Microsoft assists the development. So it’s
possible to do all tasks with its support. These are for example the prolongation of the
develop license, debugging and testing of the app, the creation of a package and the
upload of this to the Windows Store. Obviously also assists during the app programming.
Another useful assistant is Blend, because there you can build up your app based on a
construction kit principle and style it afterwards.
On the other hand there are some differences and restrictions in the programming. For
example you have to use an event handler and it’s not possible to use some JavaScript
methods because of possible security risks.
These differences and restrictions are described in the good documentation of Microsoft
and in the development environment Visual Studio 12 with Blend.
The start in the development of Windows 8 apps is absolutely recommendable and the
hurdle for developers is far smaller than the challenge of developing an iOS or Android
app. For iOS programming you have to learn a new programming language and have to
install some SKDs (Software Development Kits), which is cumbersome, for Android apps
you also have to install some SDKs.
My opinion is that Microsoft provides easier and better options for app development than
their competitors and makes the development of Windows 8 apps for developers very
convenient.
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